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Abstract
Highlights of recent results from the STAR collaboration focusing on hard probes of the ini-
tial and final state are presented. New results at forward rapidities in d+Au collisions at low x
are utilized to study the possible onset of saturation effects at RHIC energies. New reference
measurements, Υ production, nuclear-kT via di-jets in d+Au collisions, and jet quantities in p+p
collisions will be discussed. Final state nuclear modifications of J/ψ and identified hadrons in
heavy-ion collisions will be presented. In addition to di(multi)-hadron and direct γ-hadron cor-
relations, new results from full-jet reconstruction in Au+Au collisions will be discussed with
respect to the p+p reference measurements. These measurements can be used to put further con-
straints on the underlying mechanisms of partonic energy loss in heavy-ion collisions at RHIC.
1. Introduction
Hard probes - processes involving large momentum transfers - and their modification in
Au+Au collisions with respect to p+p (d+Au) can be used to study the properties of the medium
created in a heavy-ion collision at RHIC energies [1]. In order to use hard processes as a well cal-
ibrated probe, one must be able to theoretically describe the reference measurements including
initial and cold nuclear matter final state effects. The effect of parton energy loss in the final state
is a well established observation in heavy-ion collisions at RHIC. It is evident in the suppression
of the inclusive charged hadron and non-photonic electron yield at high-pT , as well as in the as-
sociated yield in di-hadron correlations at high ptrigt and p
assoc
t , accompanied by an enhancement
at low passoct , suggesting a dramatic softening of jet fragmentation [2, 3, 4]. However, these mea-
surements are limited in their sensitivity due to well-known geometric biases (see for example
[5]). To overcome these biases one has to better constrain the parton kinematics, which is con-
ceptually possible via direct γ- and full-jet reconstruction. New results utilizing these methods
will be discussed.
In the following, new measurements addressing the initial state effects, such as the possible
onset of saturation at low x, as well as improved reference measurements will be presented first.
These will be followed by a discussion of how these calibrated hard probes become modified in
the presence of the dense matter created in heavy-ion collisions at RHIC.
1For the full list of STAR authors and acknowledgements, see appendix in this volume.
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2. Hard Probes of the initial state and p+p reference measurements
2.1. Forward rapidity measurements in p+p and d+Au collisions
Forward rapidity measurements in d+Au collisions can be used to study the possible onset of
saturation effects at RHIC energies. The Forward Meson Spectrometer (FMS), new in 2008 (p+p,
d+Au), is an electromagnetic calorimeter that probes processes down to x ≈ 10−4 at √sNN=200
GeV at around η ∼ 4 [6], well into the range where saturation effects are expected to set in.
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Figure 2: On the left panel: uncorrected coincidence probability versus azimuthal angle difference between a forward
pi0 (p(FMS )T > 2.5 GeV/c) and a mid-rapidity particle (a pi
0 in the upper row and a charged track h± in the bottom row)
with 1.5 GeV/c < p(BEMC/TPC)T < p
(FMS )
T . The left (right) column shows p + p (d + Au) data with statistical errors.
Systematic errors associated with luminosity dependence are now separately shown as a black band. On the right panel:
same distributions with p(FMS )T > 2.0 GeV/c , 1.0 GeV/c < p
(BEMC/TPC)
T < p
(FMS )
T .
Barrel ElectroMagnetic Calorimeter, BEMC) or a mid-rapidity charge particle h± (using the51
STAR Time Projection Chamber TPC). Due to the FMS’s wide acceptance and high granularity,52
correlations between two forward pi0’s (in the region where the lowest Bjorken-x is probed) are53
also accessible. In the following, first results from correlation analysis using the FMS are shown.54
Consistency of the published results [10] from 2003 p+p and d+Au with new results from the55
FMS was checked. Azimuthal correlations between a trigger particle in the forward region and a56
mid-rapidity charge track h± detected by the TPC have been studied. The leading (in pT ) forward57
pi0 is selected within geometrical boundaries (px > 0 , 3.8 < ηFMS < 4.1) in order to emulate the58
2003 acceptance. The leading charged particle (LCP) is detected in the mid-rapidity region using59
2003 restrictions (|ηLPC | < 0.75 , pT > 0.5GeV/c). Correlations around ∆ϕ = 0 are not expected60
because of the large η separation between the two particles. The data are fit with a constant61
function plus a Gaussian centered at ∆ϕ = pi. The comparison between 2003 FPD results and62
2008 FMS emulation in both p+p and d+Au interactions appears qualitatively consistent (Fig.63
1). Background levels and signal width are quantitatively reproduced in the pi0 energy range64
of 30 < Epi0 < 55 GeV though more systematic studies (pile-up correction) and normalization65
(vertex efficiencies) are still needed in order to complete the quantitative comparisons between66
the published results and their emulation.67
The study of the azimuthal correlations can be improved by using the whole FMS acceptance68
and searching for associated particles in the mid-rapidity region with both TPC (pi0 − h± correla-69
tion) and BEMC (pi0 − pi0 correlation) detectors. A more restrictive pT cut, suggested by pQCD70
calculations [11], has been applied to this analysis. Trigger pi0’s are detected with transverse71
momentum p(FMS )T > 2.5GeV/c and forward pseudo-rapidity 2.5 < η
(FMS ) < 3.5. The associated72
particle is detected in the range |η| < 0.9 with 1.5GeV< pT < p(FMS )T . The comparison of ∆ϕ73
correlations shows consistency in signal width between pi0 − pi0 and pi0 − h± correlations (Fig. 2,74
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Figure 1: (color online) Uncorrected coinci-
dence probability versus azimuthal angle differ-
ence between a forward pi0 (measured in the
FMS) and a mid-rapidity pi0 (measured in the
EMC) in p+p and d+Au collisions at √sNN =200
GeV. Upper row: pFMST < 2 GeV/c and 1 GeV/c
< pEMCT < p
FMS
T ; lower row: p
FMS
T < 2.5
GeV/c and 1.5 GeV/c < pEMCT < p
FMS
T .
By measuring the azimuthal angular correlations, ∆φ, of a forward pi0 and a mid-rapdidty pi0
one expects a clear back-to-back peak in a 2→2 parton scattering picture, whereas if saturation
effects play a significant role a broadening of the recoil peak, or even its disappearance(monojet),
could occur [7]. These effects can be measured by comparing the ∆φ correlations from p+p with
d+Au collisions as shown in Fig. 1. Two kinematic selections are shown in Fig. 1, one with a
more restrictive cut (bottom panel), suggested by pQCD calculations [8], the other with a lower
pT cut closer to the saturation scale (top panel). The width of the recoil azimuthal correlation
peak is larger for d+Au than for p+p and the difference (σdAu − σpp) increases from 0.11 ± 0.04
to 0.20± 0.03 for the lower pT cut, qualitatively consistent with a pT dependent picture of gluon
saturation in the Au nucleus (more details in [6]). In addition, the first observation of high-xF
J/ψ’s in p+p collisions at √sNN=200 GeV have been reported by STAR at the conference [9].
2.2. Υ measurement in d+Au collisions
The production of Υ and their modifications in heavy-ion collisions is a promising tool to
study QGP properties at RHIC [10]. In addition to measurements in p+p and Au+Au it is im-
portant to study possible cold nuclear matter effects on Υ production in d+Au collisions. The
STAR Υ trigger enabled sampling a p+p equivalent luminosity of ∼ 12.5pb−1 for the 2008 d+Au
run at √sNN=200 GeV [11]. The measured signal of Υ(1S + 2S + 3S ) → e+e− shown in Fig.
2 has a significance of ∼ 8σ. The derived cross section at mid-rapidity is B.R. × dσ/dy =
35±4(stat.)±5(sys.) nb, consistent with NLO calculations [12]. The nuclear modification factor
RdAu = 0.98± 0.32(stat.)± 0.28(sys.) suggests that Υ production follows binary scaling in d+Au
2
Figure 2: (color online) Υ → e+e− signal and background
in √sNN =200 GeV d+Au collisions. The solid symbols with
statistical error bars are obtained by combining the unlike-
sign e+e− pairs. The dashed histogram shows the like-sign
background.
collisions. With increased statistical significance these measurements will serve as an important
reference for the upcoming measurement in Au+Au collisions (for more details see [11]).
2.3. Full-jet reconstruction in p+p and d+Au collisions
The study of jet properties and the underlying event in p+p collisions is important for our
understanding of QCD and the not well understood process of hadronization, as well as providing
a baseline for jet measurements in heavy-ion collisions.
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Figure 3: Charged particle, detector level, z and ξ FF for jets reconstructed with 20< pT < 30 GeV/c compared to
PYTHIA for 3 different jet algorithms. |η| <1-R, R=0.7.
3. The Underlying Event37
The Underlying Event (UE) in a p-p collision is defined as everything but the hard scattering.38
Thus, it has contributions from soft and semi-hard multiple parton interactions, initial and final39
state radiation and beam-beam remnants. Pile-up is not included as part of the UE. Since this40
study is performed at mid-rapidity the beam-beam contribution is minimal. To study the UE we41
follow the CDF technique [3]. First the jets are reconstructed, next each event is split into four42
sections defined by their azimuthal angle with respect to the leading jet axis (∆φ). The range43
within |∆φ|<600 is the lead jet region and an away jet area is designated for |∆φ|>1200. This44
leaves two transverse sectors of 600<|∆φ|<1200 and 1200<∆φ<-600. One is called the TransMax45
region and is the transverse sector containing the largest charged particle multiplicity. The second46
sector is termed the TransMin region. Two analyses are then performed, a “leading” jet study,47
where at least one jet is found in STAR’s acceptance, and a “back-to-back” study which is a48
sub-set of the “leading” jet collection. This sub-set of events has two (and only two) found jets49
with paway jetT /p
lead jet
T >0.7 and |∆φ jet |>1500, this selection suppresses hard initial and final state50
radiation of the scattered parton. The TransMax region has an enhanced probability of containing51
contributions from these hard initial and final state radiation components. Thus, by comparing52
the TransMax and TransMin regions in the “leading” and “back-to-back” sets we can extract53
information about the various components in the UE.54
Figure 4 shows the measured charged particle density in the UE. The first observation is55
that the UE is largely independent of the jet energy. The second is that the densities are the56
same within errors for the “leading” and “Back-to-Back” datasets. This again suggests that57
the hard scattered partons emit very small amounts of large angle initial/final state radiation58
at RHIC energies. This is very different in 1.96 TeV collisions where the “leading”/“Back-to-59
Back” density ratio is ∼0.65 [3]. The black lines show the expected density if events follow a60
Poisson distribution with an average of 0.36. The similarity of this simple simulation to the data61
suggests that at RHIC energies the splitting of the measured TransMax and TransMin values is62
predominantly due to the sampling. PYTHIA again shows satisfactory agreement with the data.63
4. Summary64
In summary, jet fragmentation functions have been measured in p-p collisions at
√
s = 20065
GeV and will provide a stringent baseline for the measurements underway in Au-Au collisions.66
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Figure 3: (color online) Left panel: Charged particle, detector level, z = phadronT /p
jet
T,rec FF for jets reconstructed with
20 < p jetT,rec < 30 GeV/c compared to PYTHIA for 3 different jet algorithms with |η| <1−R and R=0.7; right panel: the
uncorrected charged particle density in the TransMin and TransMax regions as a function of reconstructed leading jet
pT , using the SISCone algorithm, with R=0.7.
Full jet reconstruction in STAR is performed by using charged particles, measured in the
TPC, and neutral particles in the EMC at mid-rapidity. Modern jetfinding algorithms such as kT
and Anti-kT recombination, and a seedless cone algorithm, SISCone, from the FastJet package
[13] were used to reconstruct jets and to estimat systematic effects [14, 15, 16]. The jet en-
ergy resolution in p+p coll sions can be obtained y either using PYTHIA si ulations (PYTHIA
6.410 Tune A [17]) passed through STAR’s simulation and reconstruction lgorithms, or via the
jet energy bala ce of back-to-back di-jets in p+p data. Bo h methods result in comparable jet
energy resolution of ∼ 20% for reconstructed jet ith pT >10 GeV/c [14]. The uncorrected
charged particle fragmentation function (FF) as a function of z = phadronT /p
jet
T for different res-
olution parameters, R, and jet energies show reasonable agreement with PYTHIA for all jet
3
Figure 4: (color online) J/ψ RAA vs. pT
in Cu+Cu collisions at √sNN =200 GeV [22].
STAR data points have statistical (bars) and sys-
tematic (caps) uncertainties. The box about
unity on the left shows RAA normalization un-
certainty, which is the quadrature sum of p+p
normalization and binary collision scaling un-
certainties. The solid line and band on the left
plot show the average and uncertainty of the two
0-20% data points.
algorithms (see Fig. 3 left panel for R = 0.7). This agreement especially for larger R suggests
that there are only minor NLO contributions beyond the PYTHIA LO calculations at RHIC ener-
gies. We also studied the underlying event (UE) in p+p collisions following the CDF technique
[18]. Fig. 3 (right panel) shows the charged particle density in the UE. One can conclude that
the UE is largely independent of the jet energy. By comparing different selections and subsets in
the UE analysis, which have different sensitivities to inital and final state radiation contributions,
we observe only minor contributions from large angle intial/final state radiation (further details
in [14]).
Deploying full-jet reconstruction algorithms and methods to subtract background contribu-
tions in the FastJet package we performed a measurement of nuclear kt effects in d+Au colli-
sions via di-jets [19]. To estimate the effect of jet energy resolution and possible background
contributions of the underlying event in d+Au collisions on kT,raw = pT,1 sin(∆φ), we com-
pared PYTHIA simulations and PYTHIA jets (including detector simulation) embedded in d+Au
minimum bias events. This study suggests that jet energy resolution and possible background
contributions in d+Au have only minor effects on the measured quantity [19]. We estimate a
σkT,raw = 3.0 ± 0.1(stat) ± 0.4(sys) GeV/c in d+Au collisions at √sNN=200 GeV. Further di-
jet studies for different centralities in d+Au and p+p collisions will be pursued to estimate the
nuclear kT effects.
3. Hard Probes of the final state
3.1. Nuclear modification of J/ψ at high-pT in Cu+Cu collisions
Suppression of J/ψ meson production in heavy-ion collisions has been proposed as a signa-
ture of QGP formation [10]. The measured suppression at √sNN=200 GeV [20] comparable to
the observed magnitude at CERN-SPS energies is surprising and may be due to counterbalancing
of larger dissociation with recombination of c and c¯ in the medium, which are more abundant
at higher energies (see [12] and references within). To interpret the J/ψ suppression, an under-
standing of quarkonium production in hadronic collisions is required. No model at present can
fully explain the J/ψ production in elementary collisions. J/ψ measurements at high-pT in p+p
and Au+Au collisions may provide further insight into the underlying process of quarkonium
production [9, 21]. In Fig. 4 the nuclear modification factor RAA for J/ψ as a function of pT in
Cu+Cu collisions at √sNN=200 GeV is shown. The RAA increases as a function of pT and is con-
sistent with unity for pT >5 GeV/c. The J/ψ is the only hadron measured in heavy-ion collisions
at RHIC which does not exhibit a significant suppression at high pT . The absence of J/ψ suppres-
sion at high pT , in contrast to a significant suppression of open charm, might indicate that high
4
Figure 5: (color online) Nuclear modification
factors RAA of pi, K, p and ρ in Au+Au collisions
as a function of pT . The bars and boxes repre-
sent statistical and systematic uncertainties.
pT J/ψ production is dominated by the color singlet channel (for more details on confronting
theoretical calculations with the data see [21]). From high pT J/ψ-hadron azimuthal correlations
in p+p collisions one can estimate the contribution from B-meson feed-down to inclusive J/ψ
production to be (13 ± 5)% for pT >5 GeV/c.
3.2. Jet flavor conversion in Au+Au collisions
To study the color charge effect of parton energy loss in heavy-ion collisions one can utilize
the nuclear modification of identified hadrons (pi, K and p) at high pT . Figure 5 shows the nuclear
modification factor RAA in central Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN=200 GeV as a function of pT for pi,
K and p [23]. One observes that the RAA(K) and RAA(p) are larger than RAA(pi) in contradiction
to predictions from energy loss calculations [24]. The observed ordering of RAA for identified
hadrons is consistent with predictions from calculations including jet flavor conversion in the hot
dense medium [25] (see dashed lines in Fig. 5). In addition the identified hadron high-pT spectra
in p+p collisions are in agreement with NLO calculations and can be used to put constraints on
the fragmentation functions (detailed discussion in [23]).
3.3. Di- and Multi-hadron correlations
The observation of the near-side ridge (long range ∆η correlation) has motivated many the-
oretical attempts to explain this phenomena (for a summary see [26]). A recent model, the
Correlated Emission Model (CEM) [27], suggested that the ridge is formed from correlated par-
ticle emission due to aligned jet propagation and medium flow. As a consequence it predicts
an asymmetric ridge ∆φ correlation depending on the orientation with respect to the reaction
plane φS = φtrig − ΨRP. The measured ridge asymmetry (for details see [26]) as shown in Fig.
6 (left panel) is qualitatively consistent with the CEM predictions suggesting that the ridge for-
mation might be caused by jet-flow alignment. Updates concerning 3-particle near-side ∆η-∆η
correlations, using the charge properties of the associated hadrons to separate the ridge and jet
components, can be found in [26]. To study if the ridge is also present on the away-side, a tech-
nique was developed where one uses a pair of correlated high-pT hadron triggers to determine
the jet-axis and study the associated hadron distribution (A) with respect to both triggers (T1 and
T2) (details concerning the method can be found in [28]). Selecting a “symmetric” di-jet trig-
gered case, 5 < pt(T1) < 10 GeV/c and pt(T2) > 4 GeV/c, with pT (A) > 1.5 GeV/c one observes
no modification of the ∆η and ∆φ correlations with respect to d+Au reference measurements,
indicating that for this kinematical selection there is no evidence of a ridge or a conical structure
5
event plane angle is constructed from particles outside the pT range used in the corre-
lation study. The di-hadron correlation signal obtained for each φs region has a large
background contribution from anisotropic flow (v2 and v4). The construction and sub-
traction of this background is described in detail in ref [3]. The jet yield is obtained by
taking the difference between the raw correlation in |∆η|<0.7 and |∆η|>0.7 and scaled
by ∆η acceptance factor. The systematic uncertainties due to background and flow
are largely canceled in the jet result because flow is measured to be independent of η
in our measured range. For obtaining the ridge yield, we integrate the signal within
|∆η|>0.7. The integrated yield contain contributions from the ridge and away-side cor-
relation. For each φs, the away side ∆φ correlation is fitted with two Gaussian of fixed
widths and peak positions. We then extrapolate this fit to the near-side and subtract
the away-side leakage to the ridge. For 3-particle ∆η-∆η correlations we have analyzed
data from d+Au and 40-80% and 12% Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV. The
trigger and associated particles are restricted to | η |<1 and | ∆φ |<0.7. The pT ranges
are 1< passocT <3< p
trig
T <10 GeV/c. Details about background reconstruction, system-
atic uncertainties and correction factors can be found in ref [4]. The 2- and 3-particle
correlation yields are corrected for the centrality-, pT -, φ-dependent reconstruction effi-
ciency for associated particles and the φ-dependent efficiency for trigger particles, and
are normalized per corrected trigger particle.
3 Results
Figure 1: Asymmetry parameter for jet and ridge as a function of φs for 20-60% Au+Au
collisions. The shaded bands represent the systematic uncertainties in the flow estima-
tion. Also shown in black curve is the qualitative prediction from CEM.
The asymmetry in the yields from the dihadron correlation relative to constructed
event plane is defined as: A =
N0<∆φ<1−N−1<∆φ<0
N0<∆φ<1+N−1<∆φ<0
, where N is the number of pairs.
Fig 1 shows the correlation asymmetry A for jet and ridge as a function of φs for 20-60%
Au+Au collisions. The ridge is asymmetric while jet is symmetric. The ridge asymmetry
2
between 8 and 15 GeV, rejecting triggers that coincided with a charged hadron track. The se-52
lection criteria for T2 remained unchanged, associated particles were selected to have transverse53
momenta in the TPC above 1.5 GeV/c. Where pT cuts were used, values above the resolution54
threshold of 10 GeV/c disqualified an event in both scenarios.55
Previously, we found no modifications on the away-side of a di-jet in the symmetric case56
[7]. In the present analysis we confirmed the absence of the jet-medium modification effects for57
such di-jets with more detailed studies of transverse momentum spectra of associated hadrons.58
A tangential jet production scenario could account for such results.59
In contrast, an asym etric trigger pair should enhance long path lengths through the medium60
on the away-side. The correlation structures resulting from a 2+1 analysis for the asymmetric61
triggers feature clear jet-like peaks on both same- and away-sides. ∆φ and ∆η projections of62
the 2-dimensional correlation function are shown in Figure 1, with no obvious broadening or63
indication of a ridge-like phenomenon. In this new analysis we observe enhancement rather than64
suppression of away-side yield in contrast to all di-hadron correlation results for this kinematic65
range of associated particles. We next investigate the correlation peaks in more detail.66
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Figure 2 shows the pT spectra of associated hadrons in the jet peaks as defined by |∆η| < 0.567
and |∆φ| < 0.5 for both cases. Note the expected significant hardening of the associated hadron68
spectra on both sides of the primary trigger as compared to the inclusive hadron distribution.69
Also, just as in the case of angular variables, the spectra on both sides are virtually identical70
for the symmetric case. On the other hand, the away-side spectrum of the asymmetric trigger71
pair is softer than that of the same-side. Comparison of symmetric di-jet spectra between Cen-72
tral Au+Au and minimum bias d+Au data (available from Run III) confirmed the absence of73
modifications within our uncertainties. Analysis of the d+Au data from Run VIII is in progress.74
To further quantify our findings the average associate pT and the total yield in the jet peaks75
for both scenarios are shown in Figure 3. We are finalizing the systematic uncertainties, but they76
are expected to be between 20% and 30% and strongly correlated between same- and away-side.77
If this expectation holds, there will be no appreciable difference between d+Au and Au+Au78
systems in the symmetric case. By contrast, in the asymmetric case, we see a spread between79
same- and away-side. The enhancement in total yield is offset by an attenuation in 〈pT 〉.80
In [11] two models were used to compute total energy deposition in the medium for di-81
hadron triggered events. As a proxy for this value we compute the scalar sum of trigger and82
3
Figure 6: (color online) left panel: Asymmetry parameter for jet and ridge as a function of φs for 20-60% Au+Au
collisions. The shaded bands represent the systematic uncertainties in the flow estimation. Also shown as the black curve
is the qualitative prediction from CEM (see text); right panel: Associated pT spectra for the symmetric di-jet triggered
correlations: 5 < pt(T1) < 10 GeV/c and pt(T2) > 4 GeV/c with pT (A) > 1.5 GeV/c. The red triangles represent the
near-side and the blue inverted triangles the away-side correlation. Minimum bias background in black solid circles.
on the away-side. For the symmetric di-jet selection the associat d pT spectra for b th trigger
sides are consistent (Fig. 6 right panel) and in agreement with d+Au measurements suggesting
no, or only little, energy loss in the medium (more details in [28]).
3.4. Constraining the parton kinematics
The measurements discussed above are limited in their sensitivity to jet quenching effects
due to well-known geometric biases. To gain sensitivity and to be able to distinguish between
different underlying energy loss mechanisms, one has to better constrain the parton kinematics.
This can be achieved via direct γ- and full-jet reconstruction measurements.
3.4.1. Direct γ-hadron fragmentation functions
Conceptually clean measurements to constrain the parton kinematics are direct γ-hadron (jet)
correlations. Studies are however, limited in statistics, due to the small cross-section of that pro-
cess. Details concerning the analysis can be found in [29]. In Fig. 7 the ratio of the integrated
yield of associated charged hadron (h±) per trigger in Au+Au relative to d+Au on the away-side
(D0−10%/Dd+Au) for pi0 and direct γ (8 < p
γ,pi0
T < 16 GeV/c) as function of zT = p
assoc
T /p
trig
T at√
sNN=200 GeV is shown. In the measured zT kinematics there is no apparent difference in the
suppression of pi0-h± and direct γ-h± correlations. Naively one would expect a difference due to
the trigger bias of the high-pT pi0’s, which would result in a longer pathlength of the recoil jet
in the pi0-h± case. The absence of this effect might be due to a significant contribution of punch
through or tangential jets in the measured kinematical regime, which would leave the fragmenta-
tion function unmodified. The measurements are in agreement with theoretical calculations (see
[29] and references within), but to distinguish between the different models one has to extend the
measurement to lower zT , which we plan to pursue.
3.4.2. Full-jet reconstruction in Au+Au collisions
Full-jet reconstruction in heavy-ion collisions is an alternative approach to constrain the par-
ton kinematics over a larger range of jet energies as compared to direct γ-hadron (jet) correla-
tions. The challenges in these measurements are to correct for contributions from the underlying
heavy-ion event. In central Au+Au events at √sNN=200 GeV the background energy in a cone
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Figure 2: (Left panel) The associated near side yield normalized per hadron triggers, the ch-ch data are from [4]. (Right
panel) The associated away side yield normalized per trigger for direct γ and pi0 (8.0 < p
γ,pi0
T
< 16.0 GeV) for p + p, and
0-10% Au + Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV . The upper limits are for 90% confidence levels. Theoretical curves are
within NLO calculations and #0 is the energy loss parameter and proportional to initial average gluon density ρ0 [5].
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Figure 3: Ratio IAA of pi
0 and direct γ (8.0 < p
γ,pi0
T
< 16.0 GeV) at
√
sNN = 200 GeV (left panel) and D0−10%/Dd+Au of
pi0 and direct γ (8.0 < p
γ,pi0
T
< 16.0 GeV) at
√
sNN = 200 GeV (right panel). Theoretical predictions are from [5,6,7]. [5]
considers the NLO contributions, [6] examines schematic conjectures of energy loss, and [7] incorporates the complete
set of photon production channels.
3
Figure 7: (color online) Ratio
D0−10%/Dd+Au of pi0 and direct γ (8
< pγ,pi
0
T < 16 GeV/c) as function of zT
at √sNN =200 GeV compared to the-
oretical calculations (see text).
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Figure 8: (color online) RAA of jets
reconstructed with kT and anti-kT al-
gorithms for the two different resolu-
tion parameters.
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Figure 9: (color online) Jet cross-
section in p+p and Au+Au recon-
structed with R = 0.2 divided by
cross-sections reconstructed with R =
0.4 for kT and anti-kT algorithms .
of 0.4 is ∼ 45 GeV/c and fluctuations in the background are of the order of σ = 6 − 7 GeV/c
[15, 16]. A data driven correction scheme for background contributions and detector effects
was developed, including a first attempt to estimate the corresponding systematic uncertainties
[14, 15, 16]. In the case of unbiased jet reconstruction in heavy-ion collisions, one would expect
a scaling of the inclusive jet cross-section with the number of binary collisions Nbin. The results
shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 changed as compared to what was shown at the Quark Matter Con-
ference, for further discussion see [15]. In Fig. 8 the RAA of jets reconstructed with the kT and
anti-kT algorithm [13] for resolution parameters R = 0.2 and 0.4 is shown as a function of jet pT .
It is notable that with full-jet reconstruction the kinematic reach to study jet quenching effects
is greatly extended, up to jet pT ’s of ∼ 45 GeV/c in central Au+Au collisions. For R = 0.4 one
recovers a larger fraction of jets as compared to the inclusive hadron RAA and to R = 0.2. This
measurement indicates that an unbiased jet population is not recovered for R = 0.4 in central
Au+Au collisions, even though the systematic uncertainties are still quite large. An alternative
explanation to an overall absorption, could be a significant jet broadening beyond R = 0.4, which
would lead to an underestimation of the reconstructed jet energy in Au+Au with respect to p+p
at √sNN=200 GeV. Fig. 9 shows, by comparing the cross-section ratios in p+p and Au+Au of
jets found with R = 0.2 normalized to R = 0.4, that there is a broadening in the jet structure.
Assuming a continuous evolution, this suggests that there might be a significant contribution for
R > 0.4. This assumption is in agreement with the observed significant suppression in the di-jet
coincidence measurements (see Fig. 10, left panel), where the path-length and therefore the ef-
fect of parton energy loss of the recoil jet is maximized by utilizing the trigger bias of the online
triggered events (see [16]). The absence of strong modifications in the fragmentation function
measurements (see Fig.10, right panel) can also be explained by a significant broadening in the
jet structure due to energy loss.
4. Summary
In these proceedings a wealth of new measurements from the STAR collaboration were pre-
sented utilizing hard probes to study the initial and final state effects. The possible onset of
saturation effects, as well as new and improved baseline measurements of the initial state, were
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Figure 10: (color online) Left panel: Ratio of di-jet coincidence in Au+Au over p+p reference measurements ; right
panel: Fragmentation function ratio Au+Au over p+p as a function of z for precoilT > 25 GeV/c.
discussed. The presented data of nuclear modifications in the final state can be used to gain
further insights into the production mechanisms of heavy-flavor. Full-jet reconstruction extends
significantly the kinematical reach to study jet quenching effects and modifications of jet quan-
tities in the presence of the hot, dense medium created in heavy-ion collisions at RHIC. These
measurements will put further constraints on the underlying partonic energy loss mechanisms.
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